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Understanding smart 
contracts



The Bitcoin ledger track (mostly) payments

Create 25 coins and credit to AliceASSERTED BY MINERS

Transfer 17 coins from Alice to BobSIGNED(Alice)

Transfer 8 coins from Bob to CarolSIGNED(Bob)

Transfer 5 coins from Carol to AliceSIGNED(Carol)

time

Transfer 10 coins from Alice to DavidSIGNED(Alice)

Alice: 3
Bob: 9
Carol: 3
David: 10



Hardcode app-specific ledgers (e.g. Namecoin)

NAME_NEW y

NAME_FIRST_UPDATE jbonneau,r; 68...

NAME_UPDATE jbonneau, 2001:... 

google     →  172.217.18.110  [owner: Kg]
reddit       →  151.101.65.140  [owner: Kr]
jbonneau  →  2001:... [owner: Kj]



Universal ledgers allow uploading, running code

Create 25 coins and credit to AliceASSERTED BY MINERS

Transfer 15 coins from Alice to BobSIGNED(Alice)

Create a contract with code C, balance 5SIGNED(Alice)

Call C.foo(“bar”) with value 3SIGNED(Alice)

time

Call C.foo(“baz”) with value 4SIGNED(Bob)

Transfer 4 coins from Alice to CarolSIGNED(Alice)

Create a contract with code D, balance 2SIGNED(Carol)

Call D.fum(“snork”) with value 3SIGNED(Bob)

Account Code Balance Storage

Alice KAlice 10 ∅

Bob KBob 5 ∅

Carol KCarol 1 ∅

C int main() { string... 8 {“a”: 5, ...}

D int main() { int i... 1 {“b”: 42 ...}



A simple example:
Rock-paper-scissors



1. function add_player() payable;

Takes player’s deposit of 1 ETH.

2. function input(uint choice); 

   Records player’s choice (0 or 1 or 2)

3. function check_winner();

Decides who wins, pays the winner

Rock Paper Scissors API



   uint num_players = 0;
   uint reward = 0;
   mapping (uint => Player) player;

   function check_winner() returns(int) {
var p0_choice = player[0].choice;
var p1_choice = player[1].choice;
if (p0_choice - p1_choice % 3 == 1)
    // Player 0 wins
    player[0].addr.send(reward);

     else 
     if (p0_choice - p1_choice % 3 == 2)
         // Player 1 wins
         player[1].addr.send(reward);

else {
    player[0].addr.send(reward/2);
    player[1].addr.send(reward/2); 

     }
   }

struct Player {
uint choice;
uint addr;

}
function add_player() payable {
  assert(num_players < 2);
  assert(msg.value >= 2000 szabo);
  reward += msg.value;
  player[num_players].addr = msg.sender;
  num_players++;
}

function input(uint choice, uint idx) {
   assert(msg.sender == player[idx].addr);
   player[idx].choice = choice;
}



Namecoin in Ethereum





Ethereum project



Ethereum code written in Solidity, compiled to EVM 

Ethereum VM Bytecode
Stack Language

Lower-Level Language

Viper Solidity

Typed, looks like JSUntyped, looks like python

Looks like Forth.
Defined in Yellowpaper

Future?

Typed, looks like Go

Bamboo



Solidity, EVM are not limited to Ethereum

- Enterprise Ethereum Alliance, still in infancy (Announced Feb 28)

-Goal: support EVM, Solidity and tools for private blockchains

- maintain compatibility with Ethereum network

-Many law firms members: Cooley, Debevoise & Plimpton, Goodwin, Hogan 
Lovells, Holland & Knight, Jones Day, Latham & Watkins, Morrison & Foerster, 
Perkins Coie and Shearman & Sterling



Ethereum is “run” by the Ethereum Foundation

Compatible “alt-clients” exist (e.g. Parity, Consensys)



Explore the blockchain: https://etherscan.io



Explore Dapps: https://dapps.ethercasts.com/



Ethereum may soon overtake Bitcoin in market cap

Source: 
Investopedia



Price remains volatile

http://eth.rollercoaster.one/
https://ethereumprice.org/



The promise of smart 
contracts



“Smart contracts” conceptualized by Szabo in 1994

A smart contract is a computerized transaction protocol that 
executes the terms of a contract. The general objectives are 
to satisfy common contractual conditions (such as payment 
terms, liens, confidentiality, and even enforcement), minimize 
exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize the 
need for trusted intermediaries. Related economic goals 
include lowering fraud loss, arbitrations and enforcement 
costs, and other transaction costs.

-Nick Szabo “The Idea of Smart Contracts”



A “dumb contract” example: pay for a hash pre-image

Alice will reveal to Bob a value x such that 
SHA-256(x) = 0x2a...

In exchange, Bob will pay US$10.

If Alice does not reveal by July 1, 2017, then 
she will pay a penalty of US$1 per day that 
she is late, up to US$100.

Signed: 



Traditional contracts vs. smart contracts

Traditional Smart

specification Natural language + “legalese” Code

assent Signatures Digital signatures

dispute resolution Judges, arbitrators Decentralized platform

nullification By judges ????

payment As specified built-in

escrow Trusted third party built-in



(technical)
Limits to smart contracts



Smart contracts only know what you tell them

Easy application: Alice and Bob play chess

● Rules, moves explicitly told to contract

Harder application: Alice and Bob bet on the Super Bowl

● Contract doesn’t know who won
● Alice and Bob may disagree!



Smart contracts can only send money

Easy application: Alice pays Bob $10 if she loses in chess

● Sending money is built-in & atomic

Harder application: Alice sells Bob her car for $10

● Can’t atomically send a car



“Smart property” looks to the ledger for instructions

Create a contract with code C, balance 0SIGNED(Tesla)

Call C.offer() with value 1000SIGNED(Bob)

time

Call C.accept(“Bob”) with value 0SIGNED(Alice)

Alice is my 
owner now!
Bob is my 
owner now!

Call C.transfer(“Alice”) with value 0SIGNED(Tesla)



Legal questions



● Smart contract vs. Smart legal contract

● Does contacting a smart contract indicate “acceptance”

● Jurisdiction and enforcement

● Legal status of smart-contract issued “tokens”



How it can all go wrong:
Uncaught errors



Forcing an error via callstack exhaustion

….
Attack Contract:
function recurse(int i) {
   if (i == 1022)
    Etherpot.cash(r,idx)
   else recurse(i+1);
   return OK;
}



How it can all go wrong:
Re-entrancy bugs



balances[attacker]

Contract A:

mapping (address => int64) balances;

function withdraw(uint x) {
 if (balances[msg.sender] >= x)
   callee.recv.value(balance)();
 balance -= x;
}

Re-entrancy hazards in Ethereum

Attacker Contract

function startAttack() {
    A.withdraw(100);
}
function recv() {
    if (counter == 2) return;
    Counter += 1;
    A.withdraw(100);

0100200300

1000-100-200

300200100

Balance

Balance 0

-300



The DAO



slock.it a Blockchain + IoT company
Example use case:

1. AirBnB user submits payment to 
the Ethereum blockchain

2. Slock Home Server (Ethereum 
client) receives the transaction

3. Power switch connected to Home 
Server receives “unlock” command, 
unlocks the door





Raised ~150 million dollars in ~ 1 month



An attacker used re-entrancy to drain the DAO

Attacker contract calls “withdraw” 
again before returning



- June 12:  slock.it developers announce that the bug is found, but no funds at risk

- June 17 (Morning):  attacker drains ⅓ of the DAO’s Ether ($50M) over 24 hrs

Attacker’s funds were trapped in a subcontract for 40 days (July 27)

- June 17 (Evening): Eth Foundation proposes a “Soft Fork” to freeze the funds

- June 28: Cornell freshmen identify a flaw in the Soft Fork Proposal

- July 15 (Morning):   Eth Foundation proposes a “Hard Fork” to recover funds

- July 15 (Evening):  “Ethereum Classic” manifesto published on github

- July 19:  “Hard Fork” moves funds from attacker’s contract to recovery contract

Ethereum Classic blockchain survives and is traded on exchanges

Both Ethereum and Ethereum Classic are both around, reached new peaks

Timeline and Aftermath of The DAO



Reentrancy was known before the DAO

2014: Forum post on re-entrancy hazards
- Suggested mitigations at the language level

2015: ETH-commissioned report on EVM security
- Official ETH examples (crowdfund.se) also exhibit this flaw 

 (they happen not to be exploitable, but without showing why)

“the refund callback could make a new donation, triggering another refund cycle, potentially 
double-refunding the earlier contributions, or failing to refund later ones”

2016: The DAO happens anyway





Research challenges



Verifying consistency of Ethereum implementations

● at least 7 EVM implementations 
○ C++, Go, Haskell, Java, 

Python, Ruby, Rust

● Inconsistency can be exploited 
to cause a hard fork!



Verifying correctness of smart contracts

Can you spot the bug?



Ethereum makes all data public

● Proposals:
○ Project Alchemy-exchange Eth for Zcash
○ SNARKs for token-issuing contracts

■ Acceleration within EVM?
○ Hawk: The blockchain model of cryptography and privacy-preserving 

smart contracts [Khosba et al. 2016]



Ethereum scaling limited as nodes verify all 
contracts

● Can’t always determine which state a tx will change

● Goal is to support sharding
○ Most nodes track only a random subset of contracts
○ Super nodes process cross-shard communication
○ Details get complicated... great research topic!

https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/Sharding-FAQ



Ethereum has long held plans to adopt 
proof-of-stake

https://medium.com/@VitalikButerin/safety-under-dynamic-validator-sets-ef0c3bbdf9f6



Explore more!



Hard Forks are planned in Ethereum

release date

Frontier July 2015

Homestead March 2016

DAO hard fork July 2016

Metropolis 2017?

Serenity ??



Ethereum blockchain is different than Bitcoins

Ethereum Bitcoin

Target time between blocks 14.5 seconds 10 minutes

Proof of work Equihash SHA-2562

Stale block rewards Uncle rewards none



A decentralized app: 
NameCoin in Ethereum



slock.it built The DAO as a custom fundraising tool
“DAO”: Decentralized Autonomous Organization (coined by Vitalik in 2013)

Built by slock.it to raise funds for their company

Main idea: A decentralized hedge fund

Investors contribute funds, receive ownership “tokens”

Investors jointly decide how to spend funds, by voting in proportion to tokens

Many additional mechanisms:

“Splitting” to prevent hostile takeover

Reward disbursing


